Access College Early (ACE) Scholarship

Application

The Access College Early (ACE) Scholarship is available to Early Entry students. To be eligible for the ACE scholarship, students must qualify for one of the federal benefit programs: Supplemental Security Income (SSI), Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF), Food Stamps, Special Supplemental Nutrition Program (WIC), Free or Reduced Price Lunches, or Other Extreme Hardship.

Beginning fall 2012, the ACE scholarship applications will be submitted online only, at the Nebraska’s Coordinating Commission for Postsecondary Education (CCPE) website: www.ccpe.state.ne.us.

Students need to apply for the ACE scholarship immediately, perhaps even before filling out the PSC Early Entry Application. Like any scholarship, funds are limited.

Students will still need to check the box at the bottom of the Early Entry Application, stating that they are ACE eligible and will be applying for the ACE scholarship, before sending the Early Entry application to Peru State College.

If you have questions about the ACE Scholarship, contact:

J. Ritchie Morrow, Financial Coordinator, CCPE
P.O. Box 95005
Lincoln, NE 68509-5005

Email: Ritchie.Morrow@Nebraska.gov
Phone: 402-471-0032
Fax: 402-471-2886

What if a student applies for the ACE scholarship, but does not receive it?

Like any scholarship, funds are limited. Students need to apply for the ACE scholarship immediately when they sign up for courses. If an Early Entry student does not receive the scholarship, they will be responsible to pay for all tuition fees at Peru State College. If the fee is not paid, EE students will be unable to receive their PSC transcripts.

If you have questions about this policy, please contact the Distance Education Office at (888) 258-5558.